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ABSTRACT

Binaural room synthesis is a sound reproduction technology that is, for a normal hearing listener, based on convolution
of the sound signals to be reproduced with the impulse responses of the sound pressure propagation paths from the
sources to be simulated to the listener’s eardrums. The convolution products are then presented by adequately equalized,
appropriate headphones. The simulation of arbitrary acoustical reproduction environments is possible as long as they can
be regarded as linear systems, which is the case for almost all practical scenarios. If the signal processing is implemented
with real-time capability and adaptively, the impulse responses can be adjusted based on the listener’s head position
and orientation, gathered by a tracking system. This allows the listener to move freely while the simulated acoustical
scenario, encoded by the sound pressure signals at the eardrums, remains correct. For research and fitting purposes in the
field of hearing aids or cochlear implants, binaural synthesis could save effort and time by providing arbitrary acoustical
environments in the laboratory. Since conventional binaural synthesis is based on the reproduction of an original scene’s
sound pressure signals in front of the listener’s eardrums, it is not directly applicable to listeners using hearing aids
or cochlear implants, especially when the sound pressure at the eardrums is not present or not involved in the hearing
process. If cochlear implants are used in connection with hearing aids or the remaining normal hearing system, as for
example with electro-acoustical stimulation, the situation becomes even more complicated. Within this contribution, the
conventional theory of binaural room synthesis is adapted to the typical applications with hearing impaired listeners.
Further, possible application scenarios and advantages compared to traditional methods for research and fitting in the
context of hearing aids and cochlear implants are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The underlying principle and basic procedure of binaural tech-
nology is comprehensively defined by Møller (1992) as follows:

The input to the hearing consists of two signals: sound
pressures at the eardrums. If these are recorded in the
ears of a listener and reproduced exactly as they were,
then the complete auditive experience is assumed to
be reproduced, including timbre and spatial aspects.

This explanation shows very demonstratively the expansive
capabilities of the described procedure. The direct binaural
recording of the sound pressure signals at the eardrums (the ear
signals) is rather time consuming, especially if more than one
listener, different head rotations, or listening positions are to
be considered. Nevertheless, due to its simplicity, this proce-
dure has been in use for many years (e. g. Bixler 1953, Wilkens
1972, Hammershøi and Møller 2002). A less time consuming
method to acquire the necessary ear signals is binaural room
synthesis (BRS, cf. Møller 1992). Here, the ear signals are
generated by convolution of the source input signals with the
impulse responses describing the acoustical propagation paths
between the sound source and the listener’s eardrums in the
corresponding real life situation (cf. Völk et al. 2009b). These
impulse responses are dependent on the loudspeaker and body
position and orientation as well as on the geometrical setup of
the listening situation under consideration. For that reason, an
additional adaptive signal processing is required that selects the

impulse responses corresponding to the current listening situa-
tion at any instant of time based on the body and loudspeaker
positions (cf. Mackensen et al. 1999). If more than one source
is to be simulated, the ear signals can be generated by linear
superposition of the ear signals produced by each source.

A wide variety of binaural room synthesis systems for normal
hearing listeners based on the described procedure is available.
Such systems are in use in virtual or augmented reality applica-
tions (cf. Begault 1999, Gröhn et al. 2007, Völk et al. 2007) or
in psychoacoustic research (cf. Blauert et al. 2000, Djelani et al.
2000, Zahorik 2002). If certain prerequisites are met and nec-
essary corrections are applied, presentation of the convolution
products generated by a BRS system using headphones can pro-
duce the same or at least approximately the same ear signals as
would have been present in the corresponding real life situation
(see Völk 2010). This way, the auditory impressions of the real
life situation are reproduced quite realistically (e. g. Völk et al.
2008a, Völk 2009), even if complex acoustical scenarios are to
be simulated (cf. Völk et al. 2008b, 2010).

The major aim of this paper is to identify the restrictions and
corrections necessary for applying the BRS procedure to hear-
ing impaired listeners using typical hearing aids, based on a
detailed system theoretical analysis of all involved components.
In addition, hardware selection criteria are discussed for every
considered hearing aid fitting.
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SYSTEM THEORETICAL BASICS

In the following, lower case letters denote impulse responses
or time dependent signals, for example the voltage u(t) is ab-
breviated as u without explicit notation of the time dependence.
Upper case letters represent complex Fourier-spectra or transfer
functions, for example U( f ) = F{u(t)} is denoted as U .

Lower case subscripts differentiate between specific signals and
systems, additional upper case indexes denote the left (L) or
right (R) side, if necessary. A major part of the calculations is
done for the left and right side in a similar manner, therefore
variables representing the same components for both sides are
summed up as vectors and set in bold fonts, e. g.:

U =

(
UL

UR

)

The division or multiplication of two vectors or matrices is
used as shorthand for element wise division or multiplication
throughout this paper, i. e. the element representing the left
side in the first vector is divided by or multiplied with the
corresponding element of the second vector and vice versa.

To underline that a signal or an impulse response is characteris-
tic for one individual listener, the upper index ind is introduced.
For the paper on hand, it is necessary at some points to de-
note explicitly if a signal is represented digitally or analogous.
Digital sequences are represented by the variable s in the time
domain, the corresponding Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
by S. If not denoted explicitly, it is not necessary here to distin-
guish if a signal or system is represented or works digitally or
analogous.

Within this paper, transfer functions are defined between differ-
ent physical magnitudes. The most common relation in acous-
tics is that between two sound pressure spectra. To connect
acoustic and electronic signals, transfer functions could be for
example defined between a sound pressure and a voltage. The
typical electrical transfer function is defined between two volt-
age spectra. To make a connection between physical signals and
their digital representations, transfer functions can be defined
between them symbolically, too. In any case, an appropriate con-
stant has to be introduced to convert between the different units.
This is taken for granted here. It is a prerequisite for the division
of two spectra or transfer functions that the dividend does not
equal zero at any frequency. This is taken for granted as well as
the invertibility of the mentioned impulse responses. Problems
concerning these issues in practical implementations are not
within the scope of this paper although they could become a
crucial factor.

For a linear and time invariant system theoretical analysis of the
sound paths from a sound source’s input to a listener’s eardrums,
all involved signals and systems have to be linear and time
invariant (cf. Oppenheim and Wilskey 1983). If the situation is
restricted to constant temperature and sound sources at distances
more than 0.5 m and less than 15 m from the listener, this holds
true at least within short temporal samples to a sufficient degree
for all considered subsystems. For larger distances, the damping
of air, for smaller distances shadowing of the head cause the
system to be nonlinear (according to Blauert 1997). For that
reason, if the consideration is restricted to sources at distances
between 0.5 and 15 m, all involved systems can be regarded as
linear and at least piecewise time invariant (within each period
of time τi with i ∈ [0,N]). Therefore, it is possible to describe
each of the systems completely by its impulse response h or by
an array of impulse responses h(τi) with i ∈ [0,N].

BINAURAL ROOM SYNTHESIS WITH NORMAL
HEARING LISTENERS

The aim of BRS is the reconstruction of the auditory impression
created by a real sound scene, for example a single loudspeaker
box in a living room. This situation is defined as the reference
scene (index ref ) here. The position and orientation of the
subject’s head in an arbitrary coordinate system is given by the
vector~xh:

~xh = (x,y,z,rx,ry,rz,δ )
T

Here, x, y, and z denote the position, rx, ry, and rz the orienta-
tion of the head (the rotation around the different axes). The
parameter δ takes into account a possible rotation of the lis-
tener’s head and/or torso with respect to the remaining body.
In a straightforward manner, the position of the loudspeaker is
defined by:

~xls = (x,y,z,rx,ry,rz)
T

Further positions that are indicated in the same coordinate sys-
tem are the positions of pairs of microphones

~xmic = (xL,xR,yL,yR,zL,zR,rxL ,rxR ,ryL ,ryR ,rzL ,rzR)
T ,

and the hearing aids’ positions on a listener’s head ~xha, as
well as possibly present output loudspeakers’ positions in the
auditory canals, the latter represented by the additional position
vectors~xhals:

~xha = (xL,xR,yL,yR,zL,zR,rxL ,rxR ,ryL ,ryR ,rzL ,rzR)
T

~xhals = (xL,xR,yL,yR,zL,zR,rxL ,rxR ,ryL ,ryR ,rzL ,rzR)
T

The restriction to a loudspeaker box does not result in loss of
generality, since the voltage uls can be regarded in any case as
input to any ideal electro-acoustic transducer (e. g. an acousti-
cal monopole or dipole point source, cf. Zollner and Zwicker
1993). An additional advantage resulting from the linearity of
all involved subsystems is the possibility to describe complex
acoustical scenes including more than one listener and differ-
ent sound sources as (linear) superposition of a basic scene
consisting of one listener and one sound source.

Important signals involved are the loudspeaker input voltage
uls as well as the digital sample sequence sls, encoding the
sound signal to be played back by the loudspeaker. Further, the
time varying sound pressure signals at the eardrums, called ear
signals pind

e (~xh,~xls).

Each ear signal occurring in the reference scene includes influ-
ences of the transfer characteristics of systems which could be
grouped best by their affiliation to the sound generation or prop-
agation parts of the sound transfer paths from the source to the
eardrums. These contributing partial paths will be considered
in the following.

Loudspeaker playback system

The generation part of all paths consists of the audio interface
used for D/A-conversion from the source sequence sls to the
output voltage uda, represented by its transfer function:

Hda =
Uda

Sls
(1)

The output of the audio interface drives the loudspeaker ampli-
fier, which in turn provides the output voltage uls. This device
is described by the transfer function

Hals =
Uls

Uda
. (2)

The influence of the cables connecting the devices is neglected
here for simplicity. Under certain circumstances it might be
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necessary to consider their transfer characteristics explicitly,
which would be fully covered by linear system theory.

The overall transfer function of the output system (the genera-
tion part of the transfer paths) is then given as follows:

Ho =
Uls

Sls
= Hda ·Hals (3)

Microphone transfer functions

For the study on hand, probe microphone (pm) recordings in
front of the listener’s eardrums as well as recordings of hearing
aid microphones (ham) are of interest. If necessary, the specific
system is indicated by the respective index, if no explicit dis-
tinction is necessary, the index mic (microphone) is used for
convenience.

Microphone transfer functions describe the conversion of the
sound pressure signals pind

mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic) to the voltage signals
uind

mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic), and are here defined as follows:

Hm =
Uind

mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic)

Pind
mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic)

(4)

Input systems

An input system described by its transfer functions Hi is used
to transform the microphone output voltages uind

mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic)

to digital sample sequences sind
mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic). The input sys-

tem’s characteristics are a combination of the microphone pre-
amplifier transfer functions

Ham =
Uind

ad (~xh,~xls,~xmic)

Uind
mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic)

(5)

that amplify the input voltages uind
mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic) to the output

voltages uind
ad (~xh,~xls,~xmic) and the A/D-converters, producing

the digital output sequences sind
mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic):

Had =
Sind

mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic)

Uind
ad (~xh,~xls,~xmic)

(6)

Combining these equations, the following description of the
input system can be given:

Hi =
Sind

mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic)

Uind
mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic)

= Ham ·Had (7)

Propagation paths for normal hearing listeners

For a normal hearing listener, the propagation parts of the sound
paths are usually defined between the voltage uls at the loud-
speaker input terminals and the ear signals pind

e (~xh,~xls). These
paths are described by the following transfer functions:

Hind
ls,e(~xh,~xls) =

Pind
e (~xh,~xls)

Uls
(8)

These transfer functions contain the transfer characteristics of
the loudspeaker as well as of the sound propagation paths be-
tween this loudspeaker and the eardrums, including all possible
reflection and diffraction effects (e.g. room reflections or trans-
formation characteristics of the outer ears and other body parts).
For this reason, they are highly dependent on the position and
orientation of the listener’s head and body and therefore rep-
resented as array of transfer functions with the subject and
loudspeaker position vectors as array parameters.

Reference scene for normal hearing listeners

The following equation is given to describe the ear signal spectra
in the considered reference situation (index ref ):

Pind
e (~xhref ,~xlsref) = Sls ·Horef ·Hind

ls,e(~xhref ,~xlsref) (9)

The transfer functions describing the connection between the
sequence driving the loudspeaker and the ear signals in the
reference situation are defined as follows:

Hind
ref (~xhref ,~xlsref) =

Pind
e (~xhref ,~xlsref)

Sls

= Horef ·Hind
ls,e(~xhref ,~xlsref)

(10)

These transfer functions are valid as long as the overall situation
does not change. This is important in binaural synthesis, since
usually headphones are used for playback, which can cause
a change in radiation impedance compared to the reference
situation (Völk 2010).

Recording scene for normal hearing listeners

For recording (rec) of the propagation paths’ impulse responses
necessary for binaural synthesis with the defined reference,
the loudspeaker of the reference situation has to be used. For
normal hearing listeners, the recording can be done with probe
microphones in the auditory canals. This technique may be used
in a hearing impaired listener’s auditory canal too, when usage
of the hearing aid’s microphones is not sufficient or feasible.

In every case, the recordings contain transfer characteristics
of three different systems: First the loudspeaker output sys-
tem Ho (cf. section Loudspeaker playback system), second
the input system Hi (cf. section Input system), and third the
parts of the sound propagation paths captured by the selected
recording setup. These parts are here defined between the loud-
speaker’s input voltage uls and the microphones’ output voltages
uind

mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic) and described by their transfer functions:

Hind
ls,mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic) =

Uind
mic(~xh,~xls,~xmic)

Uls
(11)

The transfer functions Hind
recmic

(~xh,~xls,~xmic) describe the connec-
tion between the digital sample sequence sls to be played back
by the loudspeaker and the input sequences stemming from the
microphones sind

mic(~xhrec ,~xlsrec ,~xmicrec) in the recording situation:

Hind
recmic

(~xhrec ,~xlsrec ,~xmicrec) =
Sind

mic(~xhrec ,~xlsrec ,~xmicrec)

Sls

= Horec ·Hind
ls,mic(~xhrec ,~xlsrec ,~xmicrec) ·Hirec

(12)

Playback scene for normal hearing listeners

In the standard BRS situation with normal hearing subjects,
which is called normal synthesis (BRS) in the following, the
signals encoded in shp are presented by headphones (hp), which
are located on the subject’s head at the positions~xhp and driven
with the voltages uhp (at their input terminals).

Thereby, the transfer characteristics of the headphone playback
paths Hind,h

play (~xhpplay
) are superimposed on the signals played

back. It is also possible to use loudspeakers for signal presen-
tation. In that case, it is necessary to assure that the signal
intended to reach one ear does not reach the respective other ear.
This procedure is fully covered by the introduced framework
and could easily be included (for the necessary system theory
cf. Völk et al. 2009a), but is not taken into account here.
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When using headphones for playback, the path descriptions
consist of the transfer characteristics of the headphone output
equipment, described by

Hohp =
Uhp

Shp
, (13)

as well as of the sound propagation paths between the head-
phone input voltages and the sound pressure signals at the
eardrums (under the headphones, indicated by the additional
superscript h):

Hind,h
hp,e (~xhp) =

Pind,h
e (~xhp)

Uhp
(14)

The system called headphone output equipment consists of the
audio device output channels used for conversion of the digital
sample sequences Shp to the voltages Uda, described by their
transfer functions

Hda =
Uda

Shp
(15)

as well as of the headphone amplifiers with the input voltages
Uda, stemming from the audio device:

Hahp =
Uhp

Uda
(16)

Therefore, the transfer functions of the headphone output equip-
ment are given by the following equation:

Hohp = Hda ·Hahp (17)

The transfer functions accounting for the playback procedure
(play) are then defined as follows:

Hind,h
play (~xhpplay

) =
Ph

e(~xhpplay
)

Shp
= Hohp ·H

ind,h
hp,e (~xhpplay

) (18)

Headphone impulse responses

Any attempt to measure the transfer functions accounting for
the playback procedure must employ some kind of microphones
in or attached to a hearing aid or the auditory canals of a
human listener. The transfer functions from the headphone
driving sequences shp to the corresponding microphone out-
put sequences sind,h

mic (~xhp,~xmic) are called headphone transfer
functions (HPTFs):

Hind,h
hp (~xhp,~xmic) =

Sind,h
mic (~xhp,~xmic)

Shp

= Hohp ·H
ind,h
hp,mic(~xhp,~xmic) ·Hmic ·Hi

(19)

Their time domain representations are usually referred to as
headphone impulse responses (HPIRs).

Non-equalized binaural room synthesis situation for
normal hearing listeners

Convolving an audio signal with the impulse responses recorded
according to section Recording scene for normal hearing lis-
teners and presenting the convolution products to a listener by
headphones as described in section Playback scene for nor-
mal hearing listeners is here referred to as the (temporary)
unequalized BRS scene (tmp). Using equations 12 and 18, the
ear signals occurring in this unequalized BRS situation can be
computed. Assuming~xhrec =~xhref and~xlsrec =~xlsref , the following
ear signal spectra occur:

Pind,h
etmp

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec ,~xhpplay
) =

Sls ·Hind
recmic

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec) ·H
ind,h
play (~xhpplay

)
(20)

The transfer functions

Hind,h
tmp (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec ,~xhpplay

) =

Hind
recmic

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec) ·H
ind,h
play (~xhpplay

) =

Horec ·Hind
ls,mic(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec) ·Hirec ·

Hohp ·H
ind,h
hp,e (~xhpplay

)

(21)

describe the connections between the source signal and the ear
signal spectra in the binaural room synthesis situation.

Equalization requirements for binaural room synthe-
sis with normal hearing listeners

The ear signals in the BRS situation are intended to equal the
ear signals of the reference scene:

pind,h
eBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec ,~xhpplay
)

!
= pind

e (~xhref ,~xlsref) (22)

To reach this goal, equalization filters hind
eq (~xhpplay

,~xmicrec) have
to be applied so that following equation holds:

Hind,h
tmp (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec ,~xhpplay

) ·Hind
eq (~xhpplay

,~xmicrec)
!
=

Hind
ref (~xhref ,~xlsref)

(23)

Assuming invertibility of Hind,h
tmp (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec ,~xhpplay

), the
required equalization filters are given as follows:

Hind
eq (~xhpplay

,~xmicrec) =
Hind

ref (~xhref ,~xlsref)

Hind,h
tmp (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec ,~xhpplay

)

=
Horef ·Hind

ls,e(~xhref ,~xlsref)

Horec ·Hind
ls,mic(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xmicrec)

·

1

Hirec ·Hohp ·H
ind,h
hp,e (~xhpplay

)

(24)

If probe microphones are used and the sound pressure signals
at the microphones are assumed to approximate the ear signals,
the following approximation is valid:

Hpm ·Hind
ls,e(~xhref ,~xlsref)≈Hind

ls,pm(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xpmrec
)· (25)

Eventually, if the same output equipment as in the reference
situation is used (Horec = Horef ), equation 24 can be simplified
(for probe microphones) as follows:

Hind
eqpm

(~xhpplay
,~xpmrec

)≈ 1

Hpm ·Hipm ·Hohp ·H
ind,h
hp,e (~xhpplay

)

(26)

The relation of this equalization filters to the HPTFs is of in-
terest, since a practical acquirement of equalization filters is
commonly done by recording distinct HPIRs with the record-
ing situation’s output system Hohp and input system Hipm , and
inverting them. As a consequence, comparison to equation 19
reveals:

Hind
eqpm

(~xhpplay
,~xpmrec

)≈ 1

Hind,h
hppm

(~xhp,~xpm)
(27)

To sum up: If the sound pressure signals at the probe micro-
phones right in front of the eardrums are assumed to represent
the ear signals, and if the probe microphone and headphone
positions are kept constant for headphone impulse response
measurement, recording, and playback situation, it is possible
to equalize a binaural room synthesis system with the inverses
of the headphone impulse responses so that the synthesis equals
the reference scene.
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BINAURAL ROOM SYNTHESIS WITH HEARING
IMPAIRED LISTENERS

For most hearing aid fittings, the time varying sound pres-
sure signals at the eardrums, called ear signals pind

e (~xh,~xls) for
normal hearing listeners, are involved in the hearing process
also for hearing impaired listeners. These time varying sound
pressure signals at the eardrums for hearing impaired listen-
ers using a hearing aid, regarded while wearing the hearing
aid, are referred to as pind,ha

e (~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals) in the follow-
ing. Possible contributions to those signals may either come
from the hearing aid (ha) or directly stem from the sound field
(sf ) the listener is located in. The contributions are referred
to as pind,ha

eha (~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals) and pind,ha
esf (~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals), re-

spectively. The following equation describes the ear signals for
hearing impaired listeners using a hearing aid:

pind,ha
e (~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals) = pind,ha

eha
(~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals)

+pind,ha
esf

(~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals)
(28)

Propagation paths to a hearing aid

It is possible to regard either the time varying sound pressure
signals pind

ham(~xh,~xls,~xha) at the hearing aid microphones (ham)
or these microphones’ output signals as the input signals to
the hearing aid. Either one of these points of view opens a
different approach to binaural synthesis and will therefore be
discussed within this paper. The microphones’ output signals
can be represented either as voltage signals uind

ham(~xh,~xls,~xha) or
(after analog-digital conversion) as digital sample sequences
sind
ham(~xh,~xls,~xha). Within the paper on hand, the latter approach

is discussed, since it is the procedure commonly used. A com-
parable discussion can be done for analog hearing aids, if nec-
essary for a specific application.

With the definitions given within this section, the discussion of
this paper holds true for hearing aids with one or more micro-
phones. For simplicity, the plural form is used here. If more than
one microphone is used per side, their input signals are summed
up per side in vectors and combined in pind

ham(~xh,~xls,~xha), which
then becomes a matrix. With this definition, the transfer func-
tions of the hearing aid microphones can be defined:

Hham =
Uind

ham(~xh,~xls,~xha)

Pind
ham(~xh,~xls,~xha)

(29)

The transfer functions describing the propagation paths from
the loudspeaker input voltage to the sound pressure signals at
the hearing aid microphones are given as follows:

Hind
ls,ham(~xh,~xls,~xha) =

Pind
ham(~xh,~xls,~xha)

Uls

=
Uind

ham(~xh,~xls,~xha)

Hham ·Uls

(30)

The following equation describes the transfer functions from
the loudspeaker input voltage to the voltages at the hearing aid
microphones’ outputs:

Hind
ls,ha(~xh,~xls,~xha) =

Uind
ham(~xh,~xls,~xha)

Uls

= Hind
ls,ham(~xh,~xls,~xha) ·Hham

(31)

Hearing aid transfer functions for acoustic output

Since it is not the aim of this paper to discuss certain prop-
erties of hearing aids, the hearing aids are modeled as linear
systems without considering their specific properties, and are

therefore described by their transfer functions. The inputs of
conventional hearing aids are typically signals stemming from
one or more microphones. Here, the sequences Sind

ham(~xh,~xls,~xha)
after analog/digital conversion are regarded as hearing aid input
signals sha. Being~xhals the hearing aid loudspeaker positions,
the hearing aid’s acoustical output signals are defined as the ear
signals Pind,ha

eha (~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals) (under the hearing aids). With
these definitions, the hearing aid transfer functions for acoustic
stimulation (AS) are given as follows:

Hind
ha,AS(~xhals) =

Pind,ha
eha (~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals)

Sind
ham(~xh,~xls,~xha)

(32)

Categorization of hearing aids

The applications of binaural synthesis with hearing impaired
listeners can be divided in two basically different groups, based
on the fact whether the subject is able to use the contribu-
tions to the ear signals pind,ha

esf (~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals) not being pro-
cessed by the hearing aid for auditory perception or not. If the
contribution pind,ha

esf (~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals) at the considered ear is
involved in the hearing process, it is necessary to synthesize
pind,ha

esf (~xh,~xls,~xha,~xhals) and the input signal or signals to the
hearing aid (combined synthesis, CBRS). In case the subject is
no longer able to use the ear signals for the hearing process or
if the hearing aid occludes the auditory canal and provides ade-
quate sound insulation, it is sufficient to synthesize the hearing
aid input (aid only synthesis, AOBRS). With these definitions,
in ear as well as behind the ear hearing aids are covered by the
given theory.

In the remainder of this paper, binaural room synthesis for
both of the situations introduced is discussed in detail. Finally,
possible applications are given.

AID ONLY SYNTHESIS

Typical aid only synthesis cases are in ear hearing aids which
occlude the auditory canal or traditional cochlear implant sys-
tems (where the listener’s auditory system is not able to process
the sound pressure at the eardrum). In the AOBRS case, either
the microphone output signals or the sound pressure at the mi-
crophones can be regarded as the input to the hearing aid. Both
situations are considered in the following.

If the hearing aid offers the possibility to include external sig-
nals (analog or digital), this way is more simple to use. In case
the hearing is not capable of processing external input signals,
the sound pressure at the microphones has to be simulated. Both
situations are discussed in this section and therefore denoted
according to following definitions:

1. Electronic playback: The synthesis output signals are
delivered to the hearing aid inputs electronically.

2. Acoustic playback: Headphones are used to play back
the synthesis results.

Reference scene for aid only synthesis

In the aid only synthesis case, it is sufficient to define the trans-
fer functions of the reference situation to the hearing aid inputs,
since they represent the only inputs to the hearing system. Com-
bining equations 3, 7, and 31, the following transfer functions
can be derived, which describe for both playback methods the
reference situation in the aid only synthesis case:

Hind
refAOBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef) =
Sind

ham(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef)

Sls

= Horef ·Hind
ls,ha(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef) ·Hiha

= Horef ·Hind
ls,ham(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef) ·Hham ·Hiha

(33)
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Recording scene for aid only synthesis

Independent of the selected playback method, the impulse re-
sponses of the transfer paths from the digital signal sls to be
played back by the loudspeaker to the hearing aid microphones’
output sequences are recorded. The corresponding transfer func-
tions are given as follows:

Hind
recAOBRS

(~xhrec ,~xlsrec ,~xharec) =
Sind

ham(~xhrec ,~xlsrec ,~xharec)

Sls

= Horec ·Hind
ls,ha(~xhrec ,~xlsrec ,~xharec) ·Hiha

= Horec ·Hind
ls,ham(~xhrec ,~xlsrec ,~xharec) ·Hham ·Hiha

(34)

Playback scene for aid only synthesis with electronic
playback

Since the hearing aid’s digital inputs are assumed to be used
here, it is possible to send the digital signals to be played back
(shp) directly to the hearing aid inputs. If equal sample rates
and word lengths are assumed (which could easily be assured,
if necessary), and sha denotes the hearing aid input signals,
Sha = Shp holds true. The transfer functions accounting for
the playback procedure in the aid only synthesis case with
electronic playback are therefore given as follows:

Hind
playAOBRS

(~xhaplay) =
Sha

Shp
= 1 (35)

Playback scene for aid only synthesis with acoustic
playback

If the sound pressure signals at the hearing aids are excited by
headphones, which are driven by the voltages uhp, the following
transfer functions describe their relation:

Hind,h
hp,ham(~xha,~xhp) =

Pind,h
ham (~xhp,~xha)

Uhp
(36)

The transfer functions relating the headphone input voltages to
the hearing aid microphone output voltages uind,h

ham (~xhp,~xha) are
defined by:

Hind,h
hp,ha(~xha,~xhp) =

Uind,h
ham (~xhp,~xha)

Uhp

= Hind,h
hp,ham(~xha,~xhp) ·Hham

(37)

Using the definitions given above, the following transfer func-
tions describe the playback situation from the sequences shp to
the sequences sind,h

ham (~xhpplay
,~xhaplay) encoding the sound pressure

signals at the hearing aid microphones:

Hind,h
playAOBRS

(~xhpplay
,~xhaplay) =

Sind,h
ham (~xhpplay

,~xhaplay)

Shp

= Hohp ·H
ind,h
hp,ham(~xhpplay

,~xhaplay) ·Hham ·Hiha

(38)

The additional index h indicates consideration under the head-
phones, and therefore the acoustic playback procedure.

Non-equalized aid only synthesis with electronic play-
back

As for normal hearing listeners, the convolution of an audio
signal with the recorded impulse responses and following pre-
sentation of the convolution products to a listener is referred to
as the (temporary) unequalized aid only synthesis scene (index

tmp). The transfer functions describing this situation for AO-
BRS with electronic playback can be given using equation 34
and equation 35 by:

Hind
tmpAOBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xhaplay ,~xharec) =

= Hind
recAOBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharec) ·H
ind
playAOBRS

(~xhaplay)

= Horec ·Hind
ls,ham(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharec) ·Hham ·Hiha

(39)

Non-equalized aid only synthesis with acoustic play-
back

The temporary unequalized AOBRS scene for acoustic playback
can be described using equation 34 and equation 38 by its
transfer functions:

Hind,h
tmpAOBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xhaplay ,~xharec ,~xhpplay
) =

= Hind
recAOBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharec)·

·Hind,h
playAOBRS

(~xhpplay
,~xhaplay)

= Horec ·Hind
ls,ham(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharec) ·Hham ·Hiha ·

·Hohp ·H
ind,h
hp,ham(~xhpplay

,~xhaplay) ·Hham ·Hiha

(40)

Equalization requirements for aid only synthesis with
electronic playback

As in section Equalization requirements for binaural room
synthesis with normal hearing listeners, assuming invertibility
of Hind

tmpAOBRS
(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xhaplay ,~xharec), the equalization require-

ments for AOBRS with electronic playback can be defined
using equation 33 and 39 by following transfer function:

Hind
eqAOBRS

(~xharec ,~xhaplay) =

=
Hind

refAOBRS
(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef)

Hind
tmpAOBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xhaplay ,~xharec)

=
Horef ·Hind

ls,ham(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef) ·Hham ·Hiha

Horec ·Hind
ls,ham(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharec) ·Hham ·Hiha

(41)

Assuming further that the reference scene’s output equipment
is used in the recording situation, i. e. Horec = Horef , and that
the head, loudspeaker, and hearing aid positions are identical
in reference, recording, and playback situation (~xhrec = ~xhref ,
~xlsrec =~xlsref , and~xharec =~xharef ), equation 41 can be simplified
as follows:

Hind
eqAOBRS

(~xharec ,~xhaplay) = 1 (42)

In other words: If the hearing aid’s digital inputs are used for
playback of the synthesis results, under the given assumptions,
no equalization is required in the aid only synthesis case.

Equalization requirements for aid only synthesis with
acoustic playback

Assuming again that the reference scene’s output equipment
is used in the recording situation, i. e. Horec = Horef , and that
the head, loudspeaker, and hearing aid positions are identical
in reference, recording, and playback situation (~xhrec = ~xhref ,
~xlsrec =~xlsref , and~xharec =~xharef ), the equalization requirements
for AOBRS with acoustic playback are given using the equa-
tions 33 and 40 as follows:

Hind,h
eqAOBRS

(~xharec ,~xhaplay ,~xhpplay
) =

=
Hind

refAOBRS
(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef)

Hind,h
tmpAOBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xhaplay ,~xharec ,~xhpplay
)

=
1

Hohp ·H
ind,h
hp,ham(~xhpplay

,~xhaplay) ·Hham ·Hiha

(43)
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If the sound pressure at a hearing aid is generated by means of
headphones, comparison to equation 19 reveals that it is possi-
ble to equalize an aid only synthesis system with the inverses
of the headphone impulse responses recorded at the hearing
aid microphones according to equation 19 so that the synthesis
equals the reference scene. Necessary premises are constant
hearing aid microphone and headphone positions for the head-
phone impulse response measurement, the recording, and the
playback situation.

COMBINED SYNTHESIS

Most conventional behind the ear models belong to the class of
hearing aids for which combined synthesis reveals the appropri-
ate procedure. Further, in ear models not occluding the auditory
canal and electro-acoustical stimulation have to be supplied
with CBRS. For combined synthesis, the situation is somewhat
more complicated than with aid only synthesis.

Reference scene for combined synthesis

Since different contributions have to be taken into account that
provide input to the auditory system, it is not possible to use the
hearing aid’s input signals as reference, as it is possible for aid
only synthesis. Otherwise, one would neglect the contributions
to the ear signals caused directly from the sound field. Using
the output signals of probe microphones right in front of the
subject’s eardrums, as for normal hearing subjects, could be
useful for hearing aids with exclusive acoustical stimulation,
but would include a specific hearing aid’s characteristics in the
synthesis procedure and is not applicable to electro-acoustical
stimulation. Therefore, it is not considered for the more general
point of view discussed within this paper. Nevertheless, the
presented theoretical framework can easily be extended to cover
this reference, too.

A reference situation that provides coverage of possible appli-
cation scenarios can be deduced from the ear signals under
the hearing aids. The transfer functions describing the relation
between the loudspeaker driving signal and a hearing impaired
listener’s ear signals are given using equation 28 and equa-
tion 32 as follows:

Hind
reftmpCBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef ,~xhalsref) =

=
Pind,ha

e (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef ,~xhalsref)

Sls

=
Pind,ha

eha (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef ,~xhalsref)

Sls

+
Pind,ha

esf (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef ,~xhalsref)

Sls

= Hind
ha,AS(~xhalsref) ·

Sind
ham(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef)

Sls

+
Pind,ha

esf (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef ,~xhalsref)

Sls

(44)

The hearing aid transfer function does not necessarily have
to be included in the synthesis, in fact, as mentioned above,
a more flexible synthesis system arises if the sound pressure
Pind

ham(~xh,~xls,~xha) at the hearing aid microphones or the digitized
microphone output signal Sind

ham(~xh,~xls,~xha) is taken as reference
for the partial path through the hearing aid. The latter procedure
results in the following reference situation for CBRS:

Hind
refCBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef) =
Sind

ham(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef)

Sls

+
Pind,ha

esf (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef ,~xhalsref)

Sls

(45)

Regarding this reference, two different possible approaches for
signal playback in combined synthesis become evident, which
have to be considered for selection of the recording scene, too:

1. Acoustic playback: Headphones are used to play back
the synthesis’ output signals. This way, the hearing aid
microphones as well as the listener’s eardrum at the
respective ear are stimulated.

2. Electro-acoustic playback: Headphones are used to stim-
ulate the listener’s eardrum, but the hearing aid inputs
are stimulated electronically.

Combined synthesis with acoustic playback

The acoustic playback situation can be regarded as a combi-
nation of one part comparable to the headphone playback for
normal hearing listeners and another part similar to the acoustic
playback with aid only synthesis. Spoken descriptively, this
requires two different equalization processes at one time. In
theory, it is possible to perform such an equalization procedure,
for example using physically separated transducers for both
channels or a so called crosstalk cancellation approach. From
a practical point of view, problems like time variance or pro-
viding sufficient sound insulation make the realization of such
systems rather difficult. This is why the acoustic playback for
combined synthesis is not discussed within this paper. However,
it might be worth the effort to implement combined synthe-
sis with acoustic playback for specific application scenarios.
The theoretical framework introduced here is fully capable to
describe this situation, too.

Reference scene for combined synthesis with electro-
acoustic playback

The electro-acoustic playback situation can be regarded as a
combination of two contributions: One part comparable to the
headphone playback for normal hearing listeners and one part
comparable to the electronic playback for aid only synthesis.
This way, both contributions can be equalized separately, since
crosstalk between the channels can not occur. An additional ad-
vantage arising from this procedure is the possibility to define a
reference scene description for each contribution independently
of each other. The only requirement is that the same situation
with the same input signal is regarded in both cases.

The electronic contribution’s reference situation can be given
as follows:

Hind
refCBRS,el

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef) =
Sind

ham(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef)

Sls

= Hind
refAOBRS

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef)

(46)

Therefore, the complete synthesis procedure from the electronic
playback with aid only synthesis can be adapted.

The acoustic contribution’s reference is defined by:

Hind,ha
refCBRS,ac

(~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef ,~xhalsref) =

=
Pind,ha

esf (~xhref ,~xlsref ,~xharef ,~xhalsref)

Sls

(47)

This reference indicates that the acoustic part is comparable to
binaural room synthesis for normal hearing listeners (cf. eq. 10).
The only difference is that all involved measurements have to
be done with the probe microphone under the hearing aid.

Employing this procedure, combined synthesis can be used to
synthesize a target acoustical scenario by means of the physi-
cal properties involved in the hearing process as it was in the
intended reference situation.
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POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

Using the presented theory, binaural room synthesis is capable
of synthetically generating the physical signals involved in the
hearing process within a specific listening situation for hearing
impaired listeners using a hearing aid. In detail, these signals
are the time varying hearing aid input signals and the ear sig-
nals. Possibly, a highly detailed synthesis is not necessary, since
hearing impaired listeners usually use just a few localization
cues. For that reason, it could be sufficient to simulate only
the most prominent localization cues. However, the aim of the
paper on hand is not to achieve good localization results, but to
synthetically generate the physical conditions of a specific lis-
tening situation as correctly as possible, to allow for simulation
of realistic conditions.

Typical applications of this procedure are research and fitting
purposes in the field of hearing aids or cochlear implants. In
this context, binaural synthesis can save effort and time by
providing arbitrary acoustical environments in the laboratory.
One major advantage compared to traditional procedures is
the high reproducibility of a completely controllable acoustical
scenario. This is especially interesting since not only typical
stimulus properties like the level or spectral content are intended
to be reproduced, but also the perceived location of the sound
sources is to be preserved. This results in a freely arrangeable
but controllable and repeatable spatial distribution of discrete
sound sources with relatively low effort. The most important
hardware required is a computer with a sound interface and a
head tracking device. Dependent on the actual implementation,
headphones might be necessary in addition. The remaining
items required are the hearing aid or a hearing aid dummy and a
specialized software algorithm for the necessary computations.

A combination with a hearing aid simulation is easily possible
using a hearing aid dummy, which opens a broad field of appli-
cations, for example in the evaluation of hearing aid algorithms
(cf. e. g. Kayser et al. 2009). This procedure is especially inter-
esting in the combined synthesis case, since with the different
propagation paths consideration of different delays introduced
by the signal processing within the hearing aid is possible, caus-
ing out of phase signals at the eardrums, which is a common
problem in hearing aid fitting.

SUMMARY

Within this paper, an adaption of the traditional binaural syn-
thesis theory for normal hearing listeners to hearing impaired
subjects using hearing aids is presented. It is shown that ex-
clusive acoustic stimulation is only applicable when using a
hearing aid that completely blocks the auditory canal. In every
other case, to achieve a theory applicable in general, a combined
system has to be used, which stimulates the hearing aid input
electronically while stimulating the eardrum acoustically.
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